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1. Introduction

Isap is a family of nonce-based authenticated ciphers with associated data (AEAD) designed with a focus on robustness against passive side-channel attacks. All Isap family members are permutation-based designs that combine variants of the sponge-based Isap mode with one of several published lightweight permutations.

The main design goal of Isap is to provide out-of-the-box robustness against certain types of implementation attacks while allowing to add additional defense mechanisms at low cost. This is essential whenever cryptographic devices are deployed in locations that are physically accessible by potential attackers – a typical scenario in IoT (Internet of Things) applications. Secure software and firmware updates on such devices in particular are both crucial and challenging.

The Isap mode of operation was published at FSE 2017 [DEM+17] as an approach to provide inherent security against differential power analysis (DPA) attacks. DPA attacks constitute the most powerful class of passive side-channel attacks in practice and work by accumulating information of the secret key by observing multiple encryptions (or decryptions) of different inputs. By integrating a sponge-based re-keying function in an encrypt-then-MAC construction to always use fresh keys for processing new data, Isap significantly increases the robustness against DPA and related attacks. Compared to the original published proposal [DEM+17], we have improved the mode to address a broader spectrum of implementation attacks, including fault attacks.

We recommend four instances: Isap-K-128a, Isap-A-128a, Isap-K-128, and Isap-A-128. All instances are designed to provide 128-bit security against cryptanalytic attacks as well as inherent security against certain classes of side-channel attacks. The first and third employ the 400-bit Keccak-p[400] permutation [BDPV11e; Nat15], which is a smaller sibling of the SHA-3 permutation used among others by Ketje Sr, a round-3 candidate in the CAESAR competition. The second and fourth apply the 320-bit Ascon-p permutation [DEMS16; DEMS19] introduced by Ascon, the primary recommendation for lightweight authenticated encryption in the final CAESAR portfolio.

The security and efficiency of the underlying permutations are critical for the overall design. Both Keccak-p[400] and Ascon-p have been thoroughly analyzed and benchmarked by the cryptographic community in the last years, and both provide a comfortable security margin as well as excellent lightweight implementation characteristics.
2. Specification

Isap is a family of sponge-based authenticated encryption schemes using an \(n\)-bit permutation \(P\). The \text{Isap} instances are parameterized by the security parameter \(k\), which defines the cryptographic security level of \(k\) bits and specifies the size of the key, tag, and nonce. The instances are further parameterized by \((s_{\text{tr}}, s_{\text{br}}, s_{\text{se}}, s_{\text{sk}})\), which specify the number of rounds the permutation \(P\) is evaluated. We denote the resulting permutations as \(p_{\text{tr}}, p_{\text{br}}, p_{\text{se}}, p_{\text{sk}}\). In addition, it is parameterized by two rate values \(r_{\text{tr}}\) and \(r_{\text{br}}\). Rate \(r_{\text{tr}}\) will be applied for states in the unkeyed sponge and in the keyed sponge that are unlikely to be evaluated more than once, which means that it may be reasonably large as leakage will be limited. Rate \(r_{\text{br}}\) will be applied for states in the keyed sponge that may be evaluated more than once, which means that we must bound the amount of leakage by limiting the total number of evaluations that may be made for that state. In each of the members of \text{Isap}, we set \(r_{\text{tr}} = n - 2k\) and \(r_{\text{br}} = 1\). A member of the \text{Isap} family for permutation \(P\) with round parameters \(s_{\text{tr}}, s_{\text{br}}, s_{\text{se}}, s_{\text{sk}}\), rates \(r_{\text{tr}}, r_{\text{br}}\), and security parameter \(k\) is denoted as

\[
\text{Isap-}P_{s_{\text{tr}}, s_{\text{br}}, s_{\text{se}}, s_{\text{sk}}-k}.
\]

Authenticated encryption \(E\) and authenticated decryption \(D\) are described in Algorithm 1 and 2 and depicted in Figure 2.1a and 2.1b. \text{Isap} can be seen as an encrypt-then-MAC design, where the same \(k\)-bit key is used for encryption and message authentication. The individual encryption algorithm \text{IsapEnc} and message authentication code \text{IsapMac} employed in \(E\) and \(D\) are further discussed in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3. Both internally use a re-keying function \text{IsapRk} that will first be discussed in Section 2.1. Table 2.1 summarizes the parameters and notation used in the specification of \text{Isap}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(K), (N), (T)</td>
<td>Secret key (K), nonce (N), and tag (T), all of (k = 128) bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M), (C), (A)</td>
<td>Plaintext (M), ciphertext (C), associated data (A) (in (r_{\text{tr}})-bit blocks (M_i, C_i, A_i))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\perp)</td>
<td>Error, verification of authenticated ciphertext failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x \parallel y)</td>
<td>Concatenation of bitstrings (x) and (y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x \oplus y)</td>
<td>Xor of bitstrings (x) and (y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S = S_r \parallel S_c)</td>
<td>The (n)-bit sponge state (S) with (r)-bit outer part (S_r) and (c)-bit inner part (S_c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x = [x]^k \parallel [x]_k)</td>
<td>Bitstring (x) split into the first (k) bits ([x]^k) (MSB) and last (k) bits ([x]_k) (LSB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1.: Notation used for Isap’s interface and mode.
2.1. Re-Keying with IsapRk

The re-keying function IsapRk is called by IsapEnc and IsapMac to generate session keys \( K^*_{e} \) and \( K^*_a \) to perform encryption and authentication, respectively. The function gets as input a k-bit key \( K \), a flag \( f \in \{ \text{enc, mac} \} \), and a k-bit string \( Y \), and transforms it into a subkey \( K^* \) of size \( z \) bits. Here, \( z \) and the initial value IV are determined by the flag \( f \):

\[
(IV, z) = \begin{cases} 
(IV_{ke}, n - k), & \text{if } f = \text{enc}, \\
(IV_{ka}, k), & \text{if } f = \text{mac}.
\end{cases}
\]

The function is described in Algorithm 4 and depicted in Figure 2.1c. It is instantiated using permutations \( p_k \) and \( p_b \): \( p_k \) is called in the beginning (to process the master key \( K \)) and at the end (to generate subkey \( K^* \)), and \( p_b \) is called for all intermediate duplexes, which happen at rate \( r_b \). We remind the reader of the fact that \( r_b \) is small.

2.2. Encryption with IsapEnc

Encryption is performed by using the keyed sponge construction in streaming mode, with the notable difference that, first, IsapRk is called to generate a subkey \( K^*_e \). IsapEnc gets as input a k-bit key \( K \), a k-bit nonce \( N \), and an arbitrarily large message \( M \), and generates a ciphertext \( C \) of size \( |M| \). The function is described in Algorithm 3 and Figure 2.1d. It first calls IsapRk for encryption using the flag \( f = \text{enc} \) to select the initial value \( IV_{ke} \) and \( z = n - k \) in order to derive a \((n - k)\)-bit subkey \( K^*_e \). Once this subkey is generated, a regular sponge-based streaming mode using permutation \( p_e \) is evaluated at high rate \( r_h \).

IsapEnc is a streaming mode, so decryption is identical with the roles of \( M, C \) swapped.

2.3. Authentication with IsapMac

For message authentication, we use a sponge-based hash function to build a suffix-MAC. IsapMac gets as input a k-bit key \( K \), a k-bit nonce \( N \), arbitrarily large associated data \( A \), and arbitrarily large ciphertext \( C \), and it outputs a tag \( T \) of size \( k \) bits. The function is described in Algorithm 5 and depicted in Figure 2.1e. It starts by initializing the state as \( N \parallel IV_a \) and absorbing the non-secret inputs \( (A, C) \) in plain sponge mode using permutation \( p_a \) with high rate \( r_a \). Note that domain separation between \( A \) and \( C \) is performed using the xor of a single bit ‘1’ to the inner part of the state. The resulting state \( S \) is then split into a k-bit value \( \lceil S \rceil^k \) and an \((n - k)\)-bit value \( \lfloor S \rfloor_{n-k} \). The value \( \lceil S \rceil^k \) is fed as input string to IsapRk to generate a subkey \( K^*_a \), and a final call to the permutation \( p_a \) is made on input \( K^*_a \parallel \lfloor S \rfloor_{n-k} \) to obtain the k-bit tag \( T \).

For verification, the tag \( T' \) is re-computed in the same way from the received nonce \( N \), associated data \( A \), and ciphertext \( C \), and compared with the received tag \( T \).
Algorithm 1 $E(K, N, A, M)$

Input: key $K \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
nonce $N \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
associated data $A \in \{0,1\}^*$, 
plaintext $M \in \{0,1\}^*$ 
Output: ciphertext $C \in \{0,1\}^{\vert M\vert}$, 
tag $T \in \{0,1\}^k$

Encryption
$C \leftarrow \text{IsapEnc}(K, N, M)$

Authentication
$T \leftarrow \text{IsapMac}(K, N, A, C)$
return $C, T$

Algorithm 2 $D(K, N, A, C, T)$

Input: key $K \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
nonce $N \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
associated data $A \in \{0,1\}^*$, 
ciphertext $C \in \{0,1\}^*$, 
tag $T \in \{0,1\}^k$

Output: plaintext $M \in \{0,1\}^*$, or error $\perp$

Verification
$T' \leftarrow \text{IsapMac}(K, N, A, C)$
if $T \neq T'$ return $\perp$

Decryption
$M \leftarrow \text{IsapEnc}(K, N, C)$
return $M$

Algorithm 3 $\text{IsapEnc}(K, N, M)$

Input: key $K \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
nonce $N \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
message $M \in \{0,1\}^*$ 
Output: ciphertext $C \in \{0,1\}^{\vert M\vert}$

Initialization
$M_1, \ldots, M_t \leftarrow r_n$-bit blocks of $M \parallel 0^{\vert M\vert}$ mod $r_n$
$K_s^* \leftarrow \text{IsapRk}(K, \text{ENC}, N)$
$S \leftarrow K_s^* \parallel N$

Squeeze
for $i = 1, \ldots, t$ do
$S \leftarrow p_n(S)$
$C_i \leftarrow S_n \oplus M_i$
$C \leftarrow [C_1 \parallel \ldots \parallel C_t]^{\vert M\vert}$
return $C$

Algorithm 4 $\text{IsapRk}(K, f, Y)$

Input: key $K \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
flag $f \in \{\text{ENC, MAC}\}$, 
string $Y \in \{0,1\}^k$

Output: session key $K^* \in \{0,1\}^2$

Initialization
if $f = \text{ENC}$ then
$(IV, z) \leftarrow (IV_{\text{mac}}, n - k)$
else $(IV, z) \leftarrow (IV_{\text{mac}}, k)$
$Y_1 \ldots Y_w \leftarrow r_n$-bit blocks of $Y \parallel 0^{-k}$ mod $r_n$
$S \leftarrow K \parallel IV$
$S \leftarrow p_k(S)$

Absorb
for $i = 1, \ldots, w - 1$ do
$S \leftarrow p_k((S_n \oplus Y_i) \parallel S_m)$
$S \leftarrow p_k((S_n \oplus Y_w) \parallel S_m)$

Squeeze
$K^* \leftarrow |S|^2$
return $K^*$

Algorithm 5 $\text{IsapMac}(K, N, A, C)$

Input: key $K \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
nonce $N \in \{0,1\}^k$, 
associated data $A \in \{0,1\}^*$, 
ciphertext $C \in \{0,1\}^*$

Output: tag $T \in \{0,1\}^k$

Initialization
$A_1 \ldots A_s \leftarrow r_n$-bit blocks of $A \parallel 1 \parallel |A| - 1$ mod $r_n$
$C_1 \ldots C_t \leftarrow r_n$-bit blocks of $C \parallel 1 \parallel |C| - 1$ mod $r_n$
$S \leftarrow N \parallel IV_A$
$S \leftarrow p_n(S)$

Absorbing Associated Data
for $i = 1, \ldots, s$ do
$S \leftarrow p_n((S_n \oplus A_i) \parallel S_m)$
$S \leftarrow S \parallel (0^{n-1} \parallel 1)$

Absorbing Ciphertext
for $i = 1, \ldots, t$ do
$S \leftarrow p_n((S_n \oplus C_i) \parallel S_m)$

Squeezing Tag
$K_s^* \leftarrow \text{IsapRk}(K, \text{MAC}, |S|^k)$
$S \leftarrow p_n(K_s^* \parallel |S|_{n-k})$
$T \leftarrow |S|^k$
return $T$
Figure 2.1: Isap’s encryption $\mathcal{E}(K, N, A, M)$ and decryption $\mathcal{D}(K, N, A, C, T)$ algorithms composing IsapEnc stream encryption, IsapMac MAC, and IsapRk re-keying.
2.4. Permutations

Isap is instantiated with either the 400-bit permutation Keccak-p[400] [BDPV11e; Nat15] or the 320-bit permutation used in Ascon [DEMS16; DEMS19]. A detailed specification of Keccak-p[400], including the state layout and specification of the inner and outer state parts, can be found in NIST FIPS PUB 202 [Nat15]. Ascon-p is specified in [DEMS19]. We provide a short description of the two permutations in Appendix A and B.

2.5. Recommended Parameter Sets

Table 2.2 summarizes the recommended parameter sets for Isap. The members Isap-K-128A and Isap-A-128A, where K and A refer to the underlying cryptographic permutation, specify a choice of parameters for fast implementations based on our design rationale and security analysis given in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. We also specify a more conservative choice of parameters in Isap-K-128 and Isap-A-128. The recommended parameters (Table 2.2) are ordered starting with the primary recommendation, followed by the second, third, and fourth. We recall that \( s_h, s_b, s_e, s_k \) denote the number of rounds of permutations \( p_h, p_b, p_e, p_k \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Permutation</th>
<th>Security level</th>
<th>Bit size of</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>( r_h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128A</td>
<td>Keccak-p[400]</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128A</td>
<td>Ascon-p</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128</td>
<td>Keccak-p[400]</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128</td>
<td>Ascon-p</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial values \( IV_a, IV_{ka}, \) and \( IV_{ke}, \) which serve as domain separation between the different algorithms, are specified in Table 2.3. They are defined as the concatenated 8-bit integer values of all relevant parameters of the instance, plus a constant for the role of each IV. The initial values are then padded with zeros until they reach the required length of \( n - k \) bits. For Isap-K-128 and Isap-K-128A, the resulting IVs have a length of 272 bits, while those for Isap-A-128 and Isap-A-128A are 192 bits long.
Table 2.3: Initial values for Isap instances in hex notation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isap</th>
<th>IV_A</th>
<th>IV_KA</th>
<th>IV_KE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128A</td>
<td>01 80 9001 10010808 00*</td>
<td>02 80 9001 10010808 00*</td>
<td>03 80 9001 10010808 00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128A</td>
<td>01 80 4001 0C01060C 00*</td>
<td>02 80 4001 0C01060C 00*</td>
<td>03 80 4001 0C01060C 00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128</td>
<td>01 80 9001 140C0C0C 00*</td>
<td>02 80 9001 140C0C0C 00*</td>
<td>03 80 9001 140C0C0C 00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128</td>
<td>01 80 4001 0C0C0C0C 00*</td>
<td>02 80 4001 0C0C0C0C 00*</td>
<td>03 80 4001 0C0C0C0C 00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Security Claims

All Isap family members provide 128-bit security against cryptographic attacks in the notion of nonce-based authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD): they protect the confidentiality of the plaintext (except its length) and the integrity of ciphertext including the associated data (under adaptive forgery attempts). See also Table 3.1. Note that as usual, a security loss by a small constant factor is expected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Security in bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I\text{Sap}-K-128a</td>
<td>I\text{Sap}-A-128a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality of plaintext</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity of plaintext</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity of associated data</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity of nonce</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to fulfill the security claims stated in Table 3.1, implementations must ensure that the nonce is never repeated for two encryptions under the same key, and that the decryption process is only started after successful verification of the final tag. Except for the single-use requirement, there are no constraints on the choice of the nonce. It is possible to use a simple counter. It is beneficial that a system or protocol implementing the algorithm monitors and, if necessary, limits the number of tag verification failures per key. After reaching this limit, the decryption algorithm rejects all tags. Such a limit is not required for the security claims above, but may be reasonable in practice to increase the robustness against certain implementation attacks.

All algorithms are designed to achieve practical security against recovery of the secret master key by passive side-channel attacks assuming an implementation that is secure against simple power analysis (SPA) including template attacks. Furthermore, Isap is designed to improve robustness against other implementation attacks, including certain fault attacks. We provide a more detailed discussion on these non-cryptographic claims in Chapter 6.
4. Design Rationale

The main goal of Isap is to provide robustness against relevant implementation attacks at a very low hardware area footprint. Each variant uses a lightweight permutation as the single primitive, which can be re-used to support hashing and does not require the implementation of an inverse. While mechanisms to counteract side-channel attacks and in particular DPA within the cipher itself (e.g., masking) lead to significant overheads and increase drastically with the protection order, approaches based on fresh re-keying lead to much lower overheads. Isap is designed to provide robustness against DPA during authenticated encryption and authenticated decryption and to provide this increased robustness at a much more lightweight footprint than classical countermeasures. In addition, with the choice of the permutations and details of the mode, we aim to also strengthen robustness against fault attacks and to allow for an easy integration of protection mechanisms against SPA.

In the following, we first recall the design rationale for Isap’s mode of operation and its algorithms IsapRK, IsapEnc, and IsapMac as introduced in the FSE 2017 paper [DEM+17] in Section 4.1 to Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, we discuss the choice of the permutations in Isap. Finally, in Section 4.7, we discuss differences of the proposal at hand compared to the original Isap mode.

4.1. Robustness of the Mode against DPA

For discussing the robustness of our scheme against differential power analysis (DPA), we prefer to give a more general, high-level view on our mode in Algorithm 6 to better extract the underlying idea and show the fresh re-keying roots of our scheme. Here, we essentially use the same assumptions and requirements as other re-keying schemes: \( g_1, g_2 \) must be two domain-separated (DPA and SPA) secure re-keying functions and the implementations of ENC, DEC, and MAC must be secure against SPA attacks when processing arbitrarily long messages. There are no requirements on the implementation of the hash function \( H \), since it processes only publicly known data.

To achieve robustness against DPA, our authenticated encryption mode in Algorithm 6 incorporates a re-keying approach in an efficient encrypt-then-MAC scheme. The encrypt-then-MAC approach has become increasingly popular for designing authenticated encryptions schemes that withstand side-channel attacks [DEM+17; BPPS17; BMOS17; BGP+19]. While simple re-keying of both a MAC and an encryption scheme can only
Authenticated Encryption $\mathcal{E}(K, N, A, M)$

**Input:**
- key $K \in \{0, 1\}^k$
- nonce $N \in \{0, 1\}^k$
- associated data $A \in \{0, 1\}^*$
- plaintext $M \in \{0, 1\}^*$

**Output:**
- ciphertext $C \in \{0, 1\}^{|M|}$
- tag $T \in \{0, 1\}^k$

**Encryption**
- $K^*_e = g_1(N, K)$
- $C = \text{ENC}_{N,K^*_e}(M)$

**Authentication**
- $Y = H(N, A, C)$
- $K^*_a = g_2(Y, K)$
- $T = \text{MAC}_{K^*_a}(Y)$
- return $C, T$

Authenticated Decryption $\mathcal{D}(K, N, A, C, T)$

**Input:**
- key $K \in \{0, 1\}^k$
- nonce $N \in \{0, 1\}^k$
- associated data $A \in \{0, 1\}^*$
- ciphertext $C \in \{0, 1\}^*$
- tag $T \in \{0, 1\}^k$

**Output:**
- plaintext $M \in \{0, 1\}^{|C|}$, or error $\perp$

**Verification**
- $Y = H(N, A, C)$
- $K^*_a = g_2(Y, K)$
- $T' = \text{MAC}_{K^*_a}(Y)$
- if $T \neq T'$ return $\perp$

**Decryption**
- $K^*_e = g_1(N, K)$
- $M = \text{DEC}_{N,K^*_e}(C)$
- return $M$

Algorithm 6: Authenticated encryption and decryption procedures.

provide side-channel robustness for the encryption process, our scheme achieves side-channel robustness for multiple decryptions as well. Namely, the verification provides security of the decryption part in case of maliciously modified ciphertexts, while the MAC is protected by making its session key depend on the authenticated message itself.

In the following, we give a detailed discussion on the DPA robustness of the two parts encryption/decryption and authentication/verification.

**Encryption/Decryption.** The encryption and decryption part can be seen as an instance of fresh re-keying [MSGR10; MPR+11]. Such schemes for fresh re-keying combine an SPA-secure encryption scheme $\text{ENC}$ with a (DPA and SPA) secure re-keying function $g_1 : (N, K) \mapsto K^*_e$. As the nonce $N$ that is used to derive the session key $K^*_e$ must not be repeated, fresh session keys are guaranteed and DPA on the encryption scheme $\text{ENC}$ is effectively prevented.

However, for decryption, there is the threat that an adversary could exploit multiple decryptions with the same nonce $N$ and thus the same session key $K^*_e$, and induce a DPA setting within the decryption $\text{DEC}$ by using different data. To prevent such a DPA scenario in our mode, verification is performed prior to decryption. Decrypting two different messages (associated data and ciphertext) with the same $K^*_e$ indicates either a collision of $g_1$ for fixed $K$ (the probability of which is negligible in our use case), or two ciphertexts that have been encrypted using the same nonce $N$. Since we require unique nonces, the latter implies that either the ciphertexts are identical, or one ciphertext has been forged. If a cryptographically secure MAC is used, the probability of a successful forgery is negligible and thus the tag verification will fail for one of the ciphertexts with overwhelming probability.
Authenticated ciphers require that no decrypted plaintext is released if tag verification fails. For protection against DPA attacks, we go one step further and require a failed verification to abort the authenticated decryption process, so that the decryption part \textit{DEC} never starts. This ensures that the same session key \( K^* \) is never used to decrypt distinct ciphertexts with \textit{DEC}. Therefore, the verification is responsible for precluding DPA attacks on the decryption.

\textbf{Authentication/Verification.} The authentication/verification shown in Algorithm 6 is based on a hash-then-MAC paradigm. Here, a session key \( K^*_a \) is first derived via a secure re-keying function \( g_2 \) from the hash value \( Y \) that is computed from the nonce \( N \), associated data \( A \), and ciphertext \( C \) using a cryptographic hash function \( H \). Then, a message authentication code (MAC) is used to compute the tag \( T \) from the hash value \( Y \) and the session key \( K^*_a \). This is similar to the construction of Pereira et al. [PSV15], who designed a leakage resilient MAC based on the hash-then-MAC paradigm as well. However, the main difference to our approach is that in [PSV15] a random nonce \( N \) is used to derive the session key in the re-keying function. This, however, cannot provide protection against DPA for multiple verifications. Contrary to that, we use the hash of the message \( Y = H(N, A, C) \) to derive the session key \( K^*_a \) in order to securely allow multiple verifications while still providing protection against DPA.

In more detail, the MAC in Algorithm 6 computes the tag \( T \) using an independent session key \( K^*_a \) for every distinct message \((N, A, C)\). DPA on the MAC is thus prevented during the generation of the tag \( T \) as the same session key \( K^*_a \) is never used to authenticate distinct messages.

While the scheme by Pereira et al. [PSV15] also provides side-channel security during tag generation by the use of a unique nonce input \( N \) to the re-keying function, tag verification imposes different challenges. In fact, during tag verification one cannot rely on the uniqueness of the nonce anymore, because an attacker can usually modify the message \((N, A, C)\) to provoke multiple verifications with different data under the same nonce \( N \) and thus allow for a DPA scenario. However, the MAC in Algorithm 6 prevents such a DPA scenario on the session key \( K^*_a \) since \( K^*_a \) is bound to the data it processes. Namely, as \( Y \) depends on the message \((N, A, C)\), the MAC session key \( K^*_a = g_2(Y, K) \) changes whenever the data changes. Adversaries cannot predictably influence \( Y \) due to the use of a cryptographic hash function \( H \). This guarantees that the key \( K^*_a \) is unique for every new message as long as there is neither a collision in the hash function \( H \) nor in the re-keying function \( g_2 \). Thus, DPA on the session key \( K^*_a \) is effectively prevented during verification.

Note that collisions in the re-keying function \( g_2 \) or the hash function \( H \) may result in the same session key \( K^*_a \) being used in MAC computations of different messages, thus allowing for a DPA. Yet, collisions in \( g_2 \) depend on the secret key \( K^*_a \) and therefore inputs causing collisions in \( g_2 \) cannot be calculated off-line. In contrast, collisions in the hash value \( Y \) are directly observable and can be calculated off-line. The complexity of
calculating collisions off-line is determined by the size of the hash. The generic complexity of finding a collision for an \( n \)-bit hash function is \( 2^{n/2} \). Hence, the size of the hash needs to be chosen depending on the potential threat of such an event, which depends on the concrete choice of functions for MAC and \( g_2 \), as we will see below.

4.2. Sponges and Side-Channels Leakage

While the mode of Section 4.1 ensures protection of the encryption ENC, decryption DEC, and message authentication code MAC against DPA, the primitives implementing ENC, DEC, and MAC still have to withstand SPA attacks. Moreover, SPA protection is also mandatory for the implementations of \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \), in addition to the requirement that they provide protection against DPA. Besides dedicated countermeasures like, e.g., shuffling, also the order of the executed instructions and already the choice of the used algorithms for encryption/decryption and MAC play an important role for the robustness of the design against SPA.

Our choice for sponge-based designs is motivated by their suitability to model SPA leakage. Namely, the sponge parameters provide a convenient tool to argue on the side-channel robustness of keyed sponge constructions given bounded side-channel leakage of a single permutation evaluation.

For illustration, we model the leakage from a permutation \( p \) by allowing an adversary to learn a certain amount of the state between subsequent permutation calls as depicted in Figure 4.1. Here, we use \( \ell \) to denote the information (in bits) that an attacker can learn about the state from the collected side-channel information. We do not care about how and where the leakage is created within \( p \), but let the adversary account the learned information to either the input or the output state of \( p \). Therefore, given two consecutive permutations \( p \) with leakages \( \ell_i \) and \( \ell_{i+1} \), respectively, the maximum an adversary might learn about the state is \( \ell_i + \ell_{i+1} \). This means that if each leakage \( \ell_i, \ell_{i+1} \) is bounded by \( \lambda \) bits and the adversary can optimally combine these two leakages, the adversary will learn at most \( 2\lambda \) bits of the state between the respective two permutation calls.

![Figure 4.1: Leakage of information in sponge-based constructions.](image-url)
One can see the alternative view as a sponge with an adjusted capacity that copes with the leakage generated by the permutation: it has a capacity $c' = c - 2\lambda$ and rate $r' = r + 2\lambda$. The security level corresponding to capacity $c - 2\lambda$ is still guaranteed by the cryptographic properties of the permutation and the associated constrained-input constrained-output (CICO) problem [BDPV11a]. Sponge-based constructions can thus be considered to have bounded security loss for bounded leakage of the permutation.

Clearly, the challenge in practice is to build an implementation that bounds the leakage of $p$. Especially if many different types of devices have to use the same cryptographic algorithm, it might be infeasible to make any realistic assumptions about the leakage of $p$. Nevertheless, the advantage of the sponge-based construction is that besides standard SPA countermeasures like hiding and masking, the capacity is an additional and very natural security parameter that helps to increase the ability of a design to withstand side-channel attacks in practice.

Note that loading the same master key for the two IsapRk calls and applying the permutation may directly leak information about the key bits. To prevent this, implementations may store both expanded keys $p_k(K || IV_{ka})$ and $p_k(K || IV_{kb})$ or, alternatively, use slightly larger master keys $K$.

4.3. Design of IsapRk

Recall that $g_1$ and $g_2$ must offer strong DPA protection. In Isap, the role of $g_1$ and $g_2$ is taken by IsapRk of Figure 2.1c, which is called for different IVs. When setting the rate to 1 bit, the design is related to the classical GGM construction [GGM86] and can be seen as its sponge-based equivalent, similar to [TS14]. The basic idea in IsapRk is to make DPA infeasible by reducing the input data complexity accordingly. For this purpose, a secret state is constantly updated with small portions of public data by repeating two phases: (i) modifying the secret state according to the public data, and (ii) updating the state such that predictions on the future state based on the absorbed public data become infeasible.

Sponge-based constructions are an ideal choice to implement this basic idea as the rate directly influences the input data complexity for each permutation. IsapRk follows this approach and first initializes the internal state by applying the initial permutation $p_k$ to the master key $K$ that is padded with the IV. Then, IsapRk repeatedly injects 1 nonce bit into the state, each separated by a permutation call $p_b$. After full absorption of the nonce and finalization using again $p_k$, the session key is output. This working principle is similar to sponge instances of a prefix-MAC. While for general MAC computations the absorption rate can be as big as the state size [BDPV12; MRV15; DMV17], IsapRk uses a small absorption rate of 1 bit to limit the data complexity exploitable in a DPA.

On the other hand, since the rate is highly restricted, we can greatly reduce the number of rounds for $p_b$ in the absorbing phase. Nevertheless, since we squeeze more bits and
also want to ensure a good diffusion for the keybits, the number of rounds for \( p_k \) in the beginning and at the end of IsapRk has to be higher.

In terms of DPA security, permutation \( p_k \) and \( p_b \) will produce the leakages for two different public inputs, since we use two different IV paired with the master key and set the rate of the further absorption to one. Thus, IsapRk is 2-limiting per permutation call. This results in IsapRk being a secure re-keying function (regarding DPA) under the assumption that the combined leakage resulting from the processing of two different public inputs is bounded such that DPA on the secret state is infeasible. This is a common assumption also used in recent block-cipher based instantiations of the GGM construction by Faust et al. [FPS12] or the 2PRG primitive by Standaert et al. [SPY+10].

4.4. Design of IsapEnc

The encryption algorithm IsapEnc is an instance of fresh re-keying [MSGR10; MPR+11] that combines the secure re-keying function IsapRk in the initialization phase that re-keys a sponge-based stream cipher in the processing phase. To obtain cryptographic security on the processing part of IsapEnc, the nonce \( N \) must not be repeated for different plaintexts. This guarantees that the key stream is unpredictable and unique for different encryptions. The encryption part is initialized with a fresh session key paired with a unique nonce. Since the re-keying function IsapRk is hard to invert, even the recovery of the session key by means of implementation attacks does not allow for a recovery of the master key. Moreover, as long as the session key is never paired with different nonces, even DPA on the session key itself is prevented as well.

Furthermore, as a part of the authenticated encryption scheme Isap, IsapEnc remains secure against DPA also for multiple decryption of the same data, since it is guaranteed that this data is always decrypted under the same nonce: following the encrypt-then-MAC design of Isap, decryption only starts after authentication has succeeded. Hence, the authentication part precludes such DPA attacks on the decryption part.

4.5. Design of IsapMac

To get more insight in the design rationale behind IsapMac, consider the alternative illustration in Figure 4.2. The figure shows a normal sponge hash on input of \( N, A, C \), padded in an injective way, followed by the hashing of a keyed value \( K^* \). Note that IsapRk does not use frame bits for domain separation, but rather follows the approach of Ascon [DEMS19] and xors a single ‘1’ to the inner part of the state. Although this reduces the capacity by one bit in the worst case, the practical security loss is considered to be negligible.
IsapMac reminds of the sponge-based suffix-MAC of Bertoni et al. [BDPV11a], where one puts a key after the message to obtain a secure MAC function, but the idea is not quite the same: compared to a “standard” sponge-based suffix-MAC, IsapMac uses a secure re-keying function $g_2$ to absorb the secret key $K$. While there are several options for $g_2$, e.g., the polynomial multiplication in [MSGR10], we use the function IsapRk as $g_2$. Unlike, e.g., polynomial multiplication, IsapRk is not a permutation for a fixed key, but we do not expect any negative consequences due to this, given that IsapRk ideally behaves like a pseudo-random function.

IsapMac prevents DPA on the tag computation in two ways. First, and as shown in Figure 2.1e, the MAC session key $K'_s$ is derived from the hash value $Y$ and the MAC master key $K$ via the secure re-keying function IsapRk (used as $g_2$), thus precluding DPA on $K$. Second, the design prevents DPA on the MAC session key $K'_s$ by binding it to the data being processed, thus leading to independent MAC session keys $K'_s$ for different data.

The only problem may pop up if there are collisions in $Y$: indeed, if two different inputs to IsapMac give the same hash value $Y$, they have the same MAC session key $K'_s$. Yet, to perform a successful DPA, usually more than two traces will be needed to recover one fixed session key $K'_s$. The expected number of multicollisions decreases drastically with the number of collisions: the generic complexity for finding a $v$-collision on a $k$-bit value is $\sqrt{v!} \cdot 2^{k(v-1)} \approx 2^{k(v-1)/v}$ [STKT06]. The term is already quite high for small values of $v$, given that $k = 128$.

We remark that even though a DPA attack exploiting multi-collisions might be able to recover the session key $K'_s$ of IsapMac, this does not imply a key recovery attack on the master key $K$, since our re-keying function IsapRk is hard to invert.

![Figure 4.2: Sketch of authentication/verification just using a sponge-based suffix MAC.]

Here, $g'_2 = g_2 \oplus id$.  
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4.6. Choice of the Permutations

We have decided to use the permutation Keccak-p[400] [Nat15], together with the permutation used in Ascon [DEMS16]. The selection of these permutations is motivated by the fact that Keccak-p[400] is the smallest permutation specified in NIST’s FIPS PUB 202 [Nat15] that allows Isap to be instantiated with a 128-bit security level and that Ascon [DEMS16] has been recently announced as the first choice for the use case of lightweight applications (resource constrained environments) in CAESAR [CAE14].

The two permutations share several positive properties and similarities in their design rationale, including the bitsliced design with a weakly aligned linear layer providing strong diffusion, and the 5-bit S-boxes with a low algebraic degree that is useful for efficiently implementing masking countermeasures. There are, however, also differences and more complementary properties. Most notably, Ascon-p operates on a smaller state and uses larger 64-bit words internally instead of the 16-bit words in Keccak-p[400], making it more suitable for efficiently interoperating with higher-end software platforms.


We emphasize that we do not require ideal properties for the permutations $p_h, p_b, p_e, p_k$. Non-random properties, including but not limited to inside-out zero sum distinguishers, of the permutations $p_h, p_b, p_e, p_k$, and of course $p_k$ are known and do not automatically afflict the claimed security properties of the entire encryption algorithm. For a detailed security analysis of Isap, refer to Chapter 5.

Parameters for IsapRk and IsapEnc. Both IsapRk and IsapEnc are keyed sponge-based constructions and according to recent results [BDPV12; GPT15; MRV15], one could apply full-state absorption (with empty capacity) in the absorbing phase, while in the squeezing phase a minimum of 128 bits capacity is needed to achieve a security level of 128 bits.

However, since we also have to bear side-channel attacks in mind, we set the rate $r_b$ to 1 bit for all instances in the absorption phase for IsapRk, which makes the scheme 2-limiting per permutation call. This, together with the large capacity of the resulting construction, significantly increases the effort for an attacker trying to combine the leakage of two consecutive permutation calls as discussed in Section 4.2.

For IsapEnc, we set the capacity to 256 bits for all instances such that the resulting rate of $n - 256$ bits matches the rate of IsapMac. Thus, we obtain a rate of $r_h = 144$ bits for Keccak-p[400] and of $r_h = 64$ bits for Ascon-p permutation.

For the number of rounds, the CAESAR candidates Keyak [BDP+16b] and Ascon [DEMS16] serve as orientation for our choices Isap-K-128 and Isap-A-128. We consider 12 rounds to be sufficient to create an unpredictable key-stream during the squeezing phase in the encryption for both variants. Moreover, 12 rounds also provide a clear
Table 4.1.: Summary of parameters for Isap (see also Table 2.2).

(a) Parameters for IsapEnc (specified in Section 2.2, Algorithm 3, Figure 2.1d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Permutation $\mathcal{P}$</th>
<th>Rate $r_h$</th>
<th>Rounds $s_e$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128A</td>
<td>Keccak-$p[400]$</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128A</td>
<td>Ascon-$p$</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128</td>
<td>Keccak-$p[400]$</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128</td>
<td>Ascon-$p$</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Parameters for IsapRk (specified in Section 2.1, Algorithm 4, Figure 2.1c)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Permutation $\mathcal{P}$</th>
<th>Rate $r_b$</th>
<th>Rounds $s_b$</th>
<th>Rounds $s_k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128A</td>
<td>Keccak-$p[400]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128A</td>
<td>Ascon-$p$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128</td>
<td>Keccak-$p[400]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128</td>
<td>Ascon-$p$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Parameters for IsapMac (specified in Section 2.3, Algorithm 5, Figure 2.1e)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Permutation $\mathcal{P}$</th>
<th>Rate $r_h$</th>
<th>Rounds $s_h$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128A</td>
<td>Keccak-$p[400]$</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128A</td>
<td>Ascon-$p$</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128</td>
<td>Keccak-$p[400]$</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128</td>
<td>Ascon-$p$</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

separation between the single-bit injections during the absorption in IsapRk, so that partially known/leaked information about the internal secret state is hard to combine over consecutive permutation calls.

For the fast versions Isap-K-128A and Isap-A-128A, we follow the inspiration of donkeySponge and monkeyDuplex [BDPV12] and significantly reduce the number of rounds in the re-keying and encryption function of the scheme. The CAESAR candidate Ketje [BDP+16a] serves as inspiration for the version Isap-K-128A. Similar to Ketje Sr, only one round separates the absorption of the one bit elements using Keccak-$p[400]$ in the re-keying function. For the outer part we orient the number of rounds on the “stride” permutation call of Ketje Sr, which has 6 rounds. However, in contrast to Ketje Sr, we decided to use 8 rounds to add an additional security margin of 2 rounds to the scheme, since we return more bits in the end. For a similar reason, we also use 8 rounds of Keccak-$p[400]$ for the encryption function.

For the variant Isap-A-128A, we also reduce the number of rounds in the re-keying function to 1 in the absorbing phase and use 6 rounds in the initialization and finalization. This is the same number of rounds as used in Ascon-128 in the data processing phase.
For the same reason we also use 6 rounds for the encryption function, which uses the same rate as Ascon-128.

**Parameters for IsapMac.** Since we aim for 128-bit security, we use IsapMac in all instances with a capacity of 256 bits, while allowing the remaining $n - 256$ bits as rate. Thus, we have a rate $r_n$ of 144 and 64 bits for the Keccak-$p[400]$ and Ascon-$p$ permutation, respectively. The sponge state is initialized with the $k$-bit nonce $N$ and a fixed $(n - k)$-bit IV$_{h}$. For Ascon-$p$, $k$ is larger than the rate $r_n$, but since more than 128 bits of the inner part are fixed to IV$_{h}$, this does not affect the security level.

For the choice Isap-K-128, we choose the Keccak-$p[400]$ permutation with 20 rounds as specified in the Keccak SHA-3 submission (Version 3.0) [BDPV11b], as the winner of the SHA-3 competition Keccak and its variants are very well analyzed. Since existing analysis is far away from threatening full-round versions of Keccak, we use for our fast variant Isap-K-128A the initial proposal of the designers with 16 rounds as described in the Keccak sponge function family main document (Version 1.2) [BDPV09].

For the choice Isap-L-128A and Isap-A-128, we choose the Ascon-$p$ permutation with 12 rounds as specified in [DEMS16] for the use of Ascon-Hash and Ascon-Xor [DEMS19]. We consider this as a very conservative choice and think that this might be improved once more analysis of Ascon-Hash and Ascon-Xor is available.

### 4.7. Updates Compared to the Paper

We have performed small tweaks on Isap compared to the original FSE 2017 publication [DEM+17]. In this section, we provide justification for these tweaks.

#### 4.7.1. Absorption of the Nonce $N$ During IsapEnc

Besides side-channel attacks, active implementations attacks like Differential Fault Analysis (DFA) [BS97], Statistical Fault Attacks (SFA) [FJLT13; DEK+16], or Statistical Ineffective Fault Attacks (SIFA) [DEK+18; DMMP18; DEG+18] pose a threat to cryptographic implementations in a hostile environment. To address this threat, we decided to make the re-keying performed during IsapEnc hard to invert by overwriting part of the state with the nonce $N$. The change is clearly visible in Figure 2.1d: one can consider IsapRk to serve as re-keying function for a plain sponge-based stream cipher execution with key input $K^*_a || N$. The change implies that an attacker who is able to recover the state during the generation of the keystream cannot recover the master key $K$. As a result, neither the knowledge of the session key $K^*_a$ nor of the session key $K^*_e$ leads to a recovery of the master key $K$. 
4.7.2. Addition of Ascon-$p$

We see in Isap a mode of operation that can be instantiated with any suitable permutation. To emphasize this view, we use two different permutations. Our first recommendation is Keccak-$p[400]$, the smallest permutation specified in NIST’s FIPS PUB 202 [Nat15] that allows Isap to be instantiated with a 128-bit security level. Second, and new compared to the Isap paper [DEM+17], is the 320-bit permutation of Ascon [DEMS16] that has recently been announced as the first choice for the use case of lightweight applications (resource constrained environments) in the final CAESAR portfolio [CAE14]. Compared to Keccak-$p[400]$, Ascon-$p$ maintains a smaller state size and is furthermore better suited for implementation on high-end software platforms. Although not standardized, Ascon-$p$ was thoroughly analyzed in more than 15 published papers during the CAESAR competition, and it offers a comfortable security margin.

4.7.3. Single Key

Using a single key for both IsapMac and IsapEnc instead of two independent keys has the advantage that less key material has to be stored compared to the case that different keys are used. It is also sound from a theoretical perspective, given the use of different IV’s. On the downside, using the same key exposes this single key to more leakage as discussed in Section 4.2. In a lightweight use case, we think that the savings in storage outweigh this downside and hence, we have decided to use a single key. Additionally, leakage of information about the master key can be compensated for by increasing the size of the master key $K$. 
5. Security Analysis

5.1. Security of the Mode

The mode of Isap combines various ideas and constructions from the unkeyed sponge and the keyed sponge and duplex. The unkeyed sponge was analyzed in [BDPV07; BDPV08], the keyed sponge in [BDPV11d; CDH+12; ADMV15; NY16; JLM14; GPT15; MRV15], and the keyed duplex in [BDPV11c; MRV15; DMV17]. In the remainder of this section, we detail how the security of the Isap mode relies on these results.

The workhorse in Isap is the keyed duplex construction. It operates on a state $S$, and for a call to the duplex on input block $M$, it (i) outputs $[S]^{(r)}$ and (ii) updates the state to $p(S ⊕ M)$. In a very simplified form, the adversary’s advantage in the security analysis of the keyed duplex [DMV17] is dominated by

$$\frac{LN}{2^c} + \frac{\mu N}{2^c} + \frac{q N}{2^c},$$

where $N$ is the offline complexity (the number of primitive evaluations of $p$), $L$ is the number of repeating paths (noting that for every state there is a specific order of queries that lead to it), $\mu$ a multicollision term on the outer part of the duplex, and $q$ is the number of state initializations of the duplex. Typically, $\mu$ is much smaller than the online complexity $M$ [DMV17], but $L$ may be between $0$ and $M$ depending on whether or not the specific use case of the duplex allows for repeating paths. Note that if $L$ is large, one must also take a large capacity $c$ to cope with the loss. If $L$ is small, one can take a smaller capacity $c$ and hence a larger rate $r$.

The duplex appears in Isap in two different shapes, namely in IsapRk and in IsapEnc. IsapRk is a keyed duplex that might have repeated paths, hence $L$ may be large, but also has a high capacity $c_h$, so the damage of the fact that paths may repeat is limited. Under the assumption that IsapRk is a good duplex, IsapEnc never starts with a repeating state, hence has no repeated paths, thus $L = 0$. This allows us to take a duplex with a lower capacity $c_h$ for IsapEnc.

Odd one out is IsapMac: it also relies on IsapRk but is composed of this function and a plain sponge hash function [BDPV07] with rate $\max\{r_u, k\}$ bits. We can in turn rely on the fact that the sponge hash function is indifferentiable from a random oracle [BDPV08]. There is a catch, namely that for Isap-A-128 and Isap-A-128a we have $k > r_u$. In this case, we can rely on the fact that, after the state of a keyless sponge is transformed using the
key, one ends up with a keyed sponge for which larger absorption and extraction bits is possible provided that only one permutation call is made.

These generic provable security results, so far, concern black-box security, where the underlying permutations are assumed to be perfectly random and leak-free. Dobruïng and Mennink [DM19] considered the leakage resilience of the duplex construction, and showed that the full-state keyed duplex is still secure if a limited amount of leakage per duplex call takes place, provided that adversarial state manipulation is restricted wisely. Their result in particular covers the model considered in this work, namely where every evaluation of \( p \) may, non-adaptively, leak a limited amount of information. As one of the applications, Dobruïng and Mennink demonstrated that the IsapEnc mode (including the call to IsapRk) is leakage resilient. For IsapMac, leakage resilience can be argued similarly from the leakage resilience IsapRk, noting that this is the only aspect of IsapMac that processes the key and hence may possibly leak key data.

5.1.1. List of Published Analysis


5.2. Security of the Keccak-$p[400]$ Instance

Due to the prominence of Keccak [BDPV11b] as winner of the SHA-3 competition [Nat12], and Keyak [BDP+16b] and Ketje [BDP+16a] as submissions to CAESAR [CAE14], a plethora of cryptanalytic results for keyed and unkeyed sponge and duplex constructions using round reduced versions of the Keccak-$f$ permutations, as well as on the permutations exist. While arguably the majority of the analyses focuses on the 1600-bit variant of the Keccak-$f$ permutation, the similarity in structure of the permutation usually allows to apply variations of the same techniques on smaller permutation variants. A good overview on existing analysis results on Keccak can be found in [JN15]. In this section, we recapitulate the from our point of view most relevant attacks on Keccak and discuss the applicability to our schemes.

5.2.1. Permutation

Zero-sum distinguishers [AM09; BC10] are the permutation distinguishers covering the highest number of rounds. They exploit the low algebraic degree of the Keccak-$f$ permutations creating sets of inputs and outputs, which sum to zero. Guo et al. [GLS16] present zero-sum distinguishers for 12 rounds of Keccak-$f[1600]$ with a complexity of
2^{65} using a 3-round linear structure in the middle of the permutation, while achieving 2^{82} using a 2-round linear structure. They also claim for the 12-round 400-bit permutation Keccak-\textit{p}[400,12] zero-sum distinguishers with a complexity 2^{82} using a 2-round linear structure, while 3-round structures seem to be inapplicable. However, to mount an attack using zero-sum distinguishers on sponges, an attacker would have to be able to choose inputs in the middle of the permutation. Thus, no attacks on Keccak and Ketje with the 12-round Keccak-\textit{p} permutations are known that exploit zero-sum distinguishers. Therefore, we conclude that the same is true for Isap-K-128, which also uses 12 rounds for IsapEnc and IsapRk.

5.2.2. IsapRk and IsapEnc

IsapRk and IsapEnc are sponge-based constructions where the secret key is injected during the beginning of the absorption phase, similar to a Keccak prefix-MAC, Keyak, or Ketje. The attacks covering the highest number of rounds for keyed sponges exploit the low algebraic degree of the Keccak-f permutations. This includes the cube-like attacks by Dinur et al. [DMP+15], who present amongst others a keystream prediction for a Keccak-based stream cipher which uses 9 rounds of the 1600-bit permutation to achieve 512-bit security with time complexity 2^{256}. Huang et al. [HWX+17] present conditional cube attacks, including a key-recovery attack on 8 rounds of Keyak with a time complexity of 2^{74}.

In the case of Isap-K-128, two factors preclude those attacks. First of all, the permutation has 12 rounds, whereas the attacks are only capable of covering at most 9 rounds. Second, the nonce \( N \) or the hash value \( Y \) are absorbed bitwise separated by 12 rounds of the permutation, which significantly reduces the ability of an attacker to exploit cubes in the first place. For Isap-K-128A, the number of rounds between the bitwise injections of the nonce \( N \) or the hash value \( Y \) is reduced to one. Still, this means having at least 128 rounds from the point where the key is introduced up to the point when a part of the state is leaked. Hence, we expect that conditional cube and cube-like attacks do not work on Isap-K-128A.

Another important attack vector are linear and differential attacks. These are especially relevant in the case of Isap-K-128A, where only the 1-round permutation is used for absorption and the 8-round permutation is used for squeezing the sponge. While having, e.g., colliding differential trails during absorption would also imply problems for Ketje, the situation changes for the squeezing phase. Due to the increased rate used in Isap-K-128A compared to Ketje, an attacker has more freedom. For this reason, we have increased the number of rounds to 8 for \( p_c \).
5.2.3. IsapMac

Since IsapMac is a suffix-MAC, attacks when unkeyed sponges are used as hash functions are also of concern. For instance, collision attacks on the hashing part of IsapMac have the potential to allow for forgeries. For Keccak, collision attacks for up to 5 rounds were proposed by Dinur et al. [DDS13]. Recently, the 5-round challenges for 1600-bit and 800-bit permutations of the Keccak crunchy crypto collision contest [BDPV14] have been solved, while the 5-round challenge for the 400-bit permutation is still open. Regarding pre-image attacks, attacks for up to 4 rounds for variants of Keccak exist [MPS13; GLS16]. Taking these results together with the result for keyed sponges of Section 5.2.2, we conclude that having 20 rounds in the case of Isap-K-128 and even 16 rounds in the case of Isap-K-128a provide a sufficient security margin for IsapMac.

5.2.4. List of Published Analysis

As the winner of the NIST SHA-3 competition [Kay07], Keccak has received a lot of attention and several results regarding its security have been published. The following list contains both results evaluating the permutation and evaluation of the security of the hash function and the authenticated encryption schemes Keyak [BDP+16b] and Ketje [BDP+16a], both CAESAR round 3 candidates based on the Keccak permutation.


5.3. Security of the Ascon-\(p\) Instance

Ascon [DEMS16] has been selected as the primary recommendation for lightweight use-cases in the final portfolio of the CAESAR [CAE14] competition. As CAESAR [CAE14] was a competition lasting for nearly 5 years, Ascon has received a large amount of analysis and we discuss the most important results for the decision of our parameters.

5.3.1. Permutation

Similar as for Keccak, the best known distinguishing property for Ascon’s permutation are zero-sum distinguishers. In the case of Ascon, such distinguishers exist for 12 rounds with a complexity of of \(2^{130}\) [DEMS15]. As remarked before, to mount an attack using zero-sum distinguishers on sponges, an attacker would have to be able to choose inputs in the middle of the permutation. Hence, no attacks exploiting this property on Ascon are known. For a detailed discussion of the cryptographic properties of the Ascon permutation we refer to [DEMS19].

5.3.2. IsapRk and IsapEnc

The authenticated encryption scheme Ascon-128 has a rate of 64 bits and uses 12 round of Ascon’s permutation during the initialization and finalization and 6 rounds during the processing of the data. The best known attacks on Ascon-128 cover 7 out of 12 rounds of the initialization [LDW17] and 4 out of 12 rounds during the finalization [DEMS15]. Hence, we use 12 rounds of the permutation in IsapEnc and IsapRk for Isap-A-128.
For the fast variant Isap-A-128A, we reduce the number of rounds for the permutation $p_e$ used to generate the keystream to 6, which matches the number of rounds of the data processing of Ascon-128. Furthermore, we reduce the number of rounds of $p_n$ used in IsapRk to 1. Using the same tools as [DEMS15] we searched for differential trails for this construction and could show that no collision producing trails for less than 5 iterations exist and any that trail spanning more rounds has at least 64 active S-boxes (probability $\ll 2^{-128}$).

5.3.3. IsapMac

Recently, a hash function based on Ascon’s permutation has been introduced [DEMS19]. Since this construction is rather new, we have decided to base IsapMac for both Isap-A-128 and Isap-A-128A on Ascon-Hash. Thus $p_h$ has 12 rounds in both cases. As Ascon-Hash has a 64-bit rate, also IsapMac has a 64-bit rate for absorbing the associated data and the ciphertext. The state is initialized to the 128-bit nonce $N$ and a 192-bit fixed IV, similar to the keyed initial state of the re-keying function.

5.3.4. List of Published Analysis

As the primary selection for lightweight applications in the CAESAR competition [CAE14], Ascon has received a lot of attention and several results regarding its security have been published. The following list contains both results evaluating the permutation and evaluation of the security of the authenticated encryption and hashing, either using variants of Ascon’s permutation, or idealized versions of it.


6. Implementation

The main design goal of Isap is to provide out-of-the-box robustness against certain types of implementation attacks while allowing to add additional defense mechanisms at low cost. This is essential in situations where cryptographic devices are deployed in locations where they are physically accessible by potential attackers. The area requirements of Isap are very low even with integrated countermeasures against side-channel attacks, so the scheme is suitable for deployment in software or hardware on very constrained devices that are exposed to adversarial access. These features make Isap an excellent choice for a variety of applications on constrained devices in the IoT (Internet of Things), particularly for highly sensitive processes with bulk data such as secure software and firmware updates.

This chapter covers the implementation of Isap. We first discuss the robustness of Isap against implementation attacks in Section 6.1, including a summary of the general rationale introduced in Chapter 4 as well as specific aspects to consider for securely implementing Isap. Then, we provide an overview of Isap’s performance in software and hardware in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, respectively.

6.1. Implementation Security

Isap’s robustness against passive implementation attacks rests on the following pillars:

1. IsapEnc and IsapMac, the encryption/decryption and authentication procedures, are inherently protected against DPA by Isap’s Encrypt-then-MAC mode with its re-keying function, which guarantees that fresh keys are used whenever processing new data (see Section 4.1).

2. IsapEnc’s and IsapMac’s robustness against SPA follows directly from the underlying sponge construction under a generous bounded-leakage assumption (see Section 4.2).

3. IsapRk, the re-keying procedure called internally by IsapEnc and IsapMac, is the sponge-based equivalent of the 2-limiting GGM construction and thus protected against DPA (see Section 4.3).

4. IsapRk’s robustness against SPA follows from the same model and assumptions as IsapEnc’s except for the initialization step, which can be protected by either storing the expanded key or increasing the key size.
6.1.1. Efficiency of Secure Implementations

Protecting cryptographic implementations against implementation attacks has been a hot research topic during the last two decades. Today, there exist two directions in counteracting the attacks.

The first approach works by hardening the implementation of cryptographic algorithms with techniques like hiding or masking. The drawback of this approach is that the overhead for securing a cryptographic primitive against implementation attacks can be very high and is not generic as it depends on the cryptographic primitive itself. In particular, these countermeasures typically imply a significant increase in area requirements. On top of that, implementing countermeasures for specific primitives can be error-prone and difficult to verify for correctness in practice.

The second approach to counteract implementation attacks is to use cryptographic protocols that ensure that certain types of attacks cannot be performed at all on the underlying cryptographic primitive. Isap mainly follows this second approach but also allows for additional countermeasures on primitive-level at low cost. While the original proposal at FSE2017 [DEM+17] already provides robustness against DPA attacks by design, the additional modifications in this proposal also provide hardening against several types of fault attacks such as DFA [BS97], SFA [FJLT13; DEK+16], or SIFA [DEK+18; DMMP18; DEG+18], the last of which is especially hard to prevent on a primitive-level. As a consequence, most parts of the underlying cryptographic primitive only need to be secured against passive attacks that can extract information about the key by observing cryptographic operations for a single fixed input, i.e., SPA. This induces a significantly lower implementation overhead of the protected primitive compared to implementations that need protection against DPA attacks on a primitive-level.

In summary, the second approach as implemented by Isap provides secure implementations with a significantly lower area overhead and a very low runtime overhead for processing bulk data. This is ideal for applications that require strong protection while encrypting or decrypting long messages, such as software or firmware updates on embedded devices or bitstream files for FPGAs. Preventing implementation attacks at the protocol level does come with a certain runtime overhead for short messages, however: The protection overhead is shifted to the initialization phase, which dominates the runtime for short messages.

We provide a comparison of Isap’s performance for short and long messages on different platforms in Section 6.2 (software) and Section 6.3 (hardware).

6.1.2. SPA Leakage

Isap has primarily been designed to be robust against DPA attacks. Furthermore, the design of Isap’s components IsapMac, IsapRk, and IsapEnc have an increased capacity in order to better withstand SPA attacks (see Section 4.2). Still, like for any scheme,
robustness against SPA attacks such as template attacks relies on limiting the leakage per execution, which may require additional implementation countermeasures such as hiding. This applies in particular for the decryption, where an attacker may obtain several measurements for the same data.

As pointed out by Medwed et al. [MSJ12], the concrete security of a construction against side-channel attacks highly depends on the way it is implemented and on the platform on which it is executed. For instance, they show that an implementation of the GGM construction using AES-128 on an 8-bit microcontroller can be broken by using template attacks. By making assumptions on the implementation, e.g., parallel execution of the S-boxes, Medwed et al. [MSJ12] and follow-up work [MSNF16] are able to provide security guarantees with respect to side-channel attacks for their constructions. In contrast, in this work we do not make any assumption on the way Isap is implemented and on the countermeasures used to protect the implementations. Clearly, an 8-bit microcontroller implementation needs more sophisticated SPA countermeasures than a parallel implementation of the round function. We consider the evaluation of the SPA robustness of various implementation strategies for Isap to be an interesting topic for further research.

6.1.3. Fault Attacks

Isap’s updated mode also provides robustness against certain fault attacks. Since the nonce changes for each authenticated encryption call, so do $K^i_a$ and $K^i_e$, which renders classical fault attacks like DFA impractical against the authenticated encryption. Other fault attacks like SFA [FJLT13; DEK+16] or SIFA [DEK+18; DMMP18; DEG+18] might still be applicable in this setting, but we expect that the SPA countermeasures that are typically in place to cope with SPA attacks will increase the complexity of these attacks. In particular, the extremely small rate used in the re-keying function of Isap will significantly increase the complexity of SFA and SIFA on $K$. Additionally, in case an attacker manages to obtain one of the two session keys $K^i_a$ or $K^i_e$, it is infeasible to recover the master key $K$, since the re-keying function IsapRk is hard to invert.

During authenticated decryption, the nonce can be kept constant for multiple computations, which potentially enables DFA on the decryption. To mitigate this, Isap’s re-keying functions are hard to invert, forcing an attacker to mount the attack on the re-keying function itself. However, since the session keys produced by the re-keying function can typically not be observed by the attacker, DFA attacks on the scheme are significantly more complicated. Additionally, we can track the number of failed verifications and halt the device after a few verification failures. This will significantly increase the robustness of the implementation against fault attacks.
6.1.4. Tag Comparison

Special care has to be taken for tag comparison. On the one hand, an active attacker performing fault attacks to skip the tag comparison will be able to break the authenticity of the scheme. Therefore, additional implementation countermeasures are needed to prevent this. On the other hand, as observed by Berti et al. [BGP+19], the comparison of the tag should be done in a side-channel secure manner to minimize the leakage of the correctly computed tag. One option to do this is to mask the comparison. Another option is to do the comparison after another permutation call: the computed tag $T'$ and the transmitted tag $T$ are compared by first looking at $k$ bits of $p_n(T'\|0^*)_k \oplus p_n(T\|0^*)_k$, and the comparison of $T, T'$ is only executed if the first comparison was successful. Learning $k$ bits of information of the output $p_n(T'\|0^*)$ is of no help in the quest of recovering $T'$ in order to mount a forgery.

6.2. Software Implementations

As Ascon-p and Keccak-p[400] are commonly used and well benchmarked, we can use the results of eBACS [BL] from Ascon-128 and Ketje Sr to interpolate results for the encryption of long plaintexts for Isap. Considering Ascon-128, the data is processed in 64-bit block separated by 6 rounds of the permutation. For Isap-A-128a, we also process the data in 64-bit blocks, but use $12 + 6$ rounds, hence we expect a factor 3 penalty for long messages. In the case of Isap-A-128, we use 64-bit blocks and $12 + 12$ rounds, thus we get a factor 4. If we look at Ketje Sr, the data is processed in 32-bit blocks separated by just 1 round of Keccak-p[400]. Since Isap-K-128a has a rate of 144 bits and uses $16 + 8$ rounds, we expect a factor 5.34 and for Isap-K-128 with a 144-bit rate and $20 + 12$ rounds a factor 7.1.

Table 6.1.: Performance estimates in cycles per bytes based on eBACS [BL] for long plaintexts (long+0 category)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ryzen 5 1600</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>263.8</td>
<td>350.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xeon E3-1220</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>190.1</td>
<td>252.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core i7-7800X</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>215.7</td>
<td>286.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A72</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>247.2</td>
<td>328.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A57</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>238.2</td>
<td>316.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A7</td>
<td>57.2*</td>
<td>171.6</td>
<td>228.8</td>
<td>155.5</td>
<td>830.4</td>
<td>1104.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Results taken from [DEMS19].
6.3. Hardware Implementations

We provide estimations for the performance and area requirements of Isap in hardware. The numbers are based on concrete ASIC implementations of Isap from the original FSE paper [DEM+17] (Isap v1 in the following), but accommodate for the modifications in this proposal.

The Isap family members differ in the permutation’s round function, the rate, and the number of rounds. The implementations employ a single instance of the permutation (Keccak-p[400] or Ascon-p) that performs one round per cycle. The number of rounds performed is chosen at runtime depending on the executed algorithm, i.e., IsapEnc, IsapMac, or IsapRk. Table 6.2 shows the synthesis results for Isap v1 based on 130 nm UMC technology. We expect these numbers to be quite accurate for Isap’s Keccak-based instances since area requirements have not changed compared to Isap v1 and the impact of different round numbers on the runtime is easy to estimate. For the Ascon variants we refer to synthesis results of the fast one-round permutation in 90 nm UMC technology by Gross et al. [GWDE15]. We combine these results with the existing design but replace the area/performance metrics for the permutation. These numbers are thus rougher estimates and will be refined once dedicated ASIC implementations are available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128</td>
<td>≤ 12.78</td>
<td>≥ 169</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-K-128</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>3406</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isap-A-128</td>
<td>≤ 12.78</td>
<td>≥ 169</td>
<td>3374</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Area.** As Isap-K-128 and Isap-K-128A use the same implementation design, they consume the same chip area if the same permutation is used. Most of the chip area is due to the permutation core, which consumes 8.3 kGE (Keccak-p[400]) or ≤ 7.08 kGE (full Ascon scheme including the mode [GWDE15]). The remaining logic of about 5.7 kGE is required for multiplexing and a temporary state register to hold the hash value within IsapMac while executing the secure re-keying function IsapRk. A standalone implementation of IsapRk yields roughly the same size as the Keccak core itself and is thus smaller than other re-keying functions like a masked polynomial multiplication [MSGR10] or an implementation of the GGM tree using an AES core computing 1 round per cycle [SPY+10].
Runtime. The runtime can be divided into two parts: the time for performing initialization/finalization and the time for processing data blocks. The initialization/finalization runtime is dominated by the re-keying operations in both IsapEnc and IsapMac and is independent of the length of the message. Its impact on runtime thus vanishes for long messages. The runtime for processing a single block is also independent of the length of the message, but defines the overall runtime for long messages.

Compared to the more conservative parameterization in Isap-K-128, the fast variant Isap-K-128a yields a speed-up of 83% for initialization and 22% for the processing of a message block. The substantial speed-up during initialization is highly relevant for short messages, while the speed-up observed for encryption and authentication of a 144-bit message block dominates for long messages.

Comparison. Isap is an efficient authenticated encryption scheme with low hardware footprint that prevents DPA by design. Isap can be implemented securely using a standard implementation of the 400-bit Keccak permutation and adds only a small hardware overhead, while a first-order secure threshold implementation to achieve DPA protection on the primitive level would increase the area by a factor of 3 to 4 [BDN+13]. For other cryptographic primitives such as the AES, the area overhead for first-order secure masked implementations is similar or even worse [DRB+16; GMK17]. When higher-order DPA robustness is required, the hardware overhead of masking rises even more [GMK17]. Consequently, the implementation cost of standard authenticated encryption modes for AES such as AES-CCM and AES-GCM secured via masking rises accordingly.
A. Specification of Keccak-\textit{p}[400]

Keccak-\textit{p}[400] is specified in [BDPV11e; Nat15]. In the following, we briefly recall the permutation’s state geometry and the round function’s five steps:

\[ R = \iota \circ \chi \circ \pi \circ \rho \circ \theta. \]

The 400-bit state of Keccak-\textit{p}[400] is labeled as a three-dimensional bit array \( a[x][y][z] \) with \( 0 \leq x < 5 \), \( 0 \leq y < 5 \), and \( 0 \leq z < 16 \). This state is mapped to the bitstring \( S \) as \( S[16(5y + x) + z] = a[x][y][z] \), where the outer part for rate \( r \) corresponds to the bit positions \( S[0, \ldots, r - 1] \).

The steps are defined by

\[ \theta : \quad a[x][y][z] \leftarrow a[x][y][z] + \bigoplus_{y'=0}^{4} a[x-1][y'][z] + \bigoplus_{y'=0}^{4} a[x+1][y'][z-1], \]

\[ \rho : \quad a[x][y][z] \leftarrow a[x][y][z] - (t + 1)(t + 2)/2, \text{ with } t < 24 \text{ s.t. } \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 2 & 3 \end{pmatrix}^t \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} \]

or \( t = -1 \) if \( x = y = 0 \),

\[ \pi : \quad a[x][y] \leftarrow a[x + 3y][x], \]

\[ \chi : \quad a[x] \leftarrow a[x] + (a[x+1] \oplus 1) \cdot a[x + 2], \]

\[ \iota : \quad a \leftarrow a \oplus \text{RC}[i_r], \]

where multiplications are over \( \mathbb{F}_2 \) (bitwise AND) and all index computations are modulo 5 (for \( x, y \)) or modulo 16 (for \( z \)). The round constants are \( \text{RC}[i_r][x][y] = 0 \) except for \( \text{RC}[i_r][0][0][z] = \text{rc}[j + 7i_r] \) for all \( z = 2^j - 1 \), \( 0 \leq j \leq 4 \), where \( \text{rc}[i] \) is specified by an LFSR with the primitive monomial \( p(X) = X^8 + X^6 + X^5 + X^4 + 1 \) and \( i \) gives the cycles starting from an initialized binary value of ‘1000000’. If Keccak-\textit{p}[400] is instantiated with \( n_r \) rounds, \( i_r \) ranges from \( 20 - n_r \) to 19. For a more detailed description, we refer to [BDPV11e; Nat15].
B. Specification of Ascon-p

The following description of the Ascon-p permutation is adapted from the Ascon specification [DEMS16; DEMS19].

All members of the Ascon cipher suite operate on a state of 320 bits which they update with permutations \( p^a \) (\( a \) rounds) and \( p^b \) (\( b \) rounds). The 320-bit state \( S \) is divided into an outer part \( S_r \) of \( r \) bits and an inner part \( S_c \) of \( c \) bits, where the rate \( r \) and capacity \( c = 320 - r \) depend on the Ascon variant.

For the description and application of the round transformations, the 320-bit state \( S \) is split into five 64-bit registers words \( x_i \):

\[
S = S_r \parallel S_c = x_0 \parallel x_1 \parallel x_2 \parallel x_3 \parallel x_4.
\]

Whenever \( S \) needs to be interpreted as a byte-array (or bitstring) for the sponge interface, this starts with the most significant byte (or bit) of \( x_0 \) as byte 0 and ends with the least significant byte (or bit) of \( x_4 \) as byte 39.

Table B.1 lists the notation and symbols used in the following description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p_C, p_S, p_L )</td>
<td>Constant-addition, substitution and linear layer of ( p = p_L \circ p_S \circ p_C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_0, \ldots, x_4 )</td>
<td>The five 64-bit words of the state ( S )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_{0,j}, \ldots, x_{4,j} )</td>
<td>Bit ( i, 0 \leq i &lt; 64 ), of words ( x_0, \ldots, x_4 ), with ( x_{0,0} ) the rightmost bit (LSB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x \oplus y )</td>
<td>Bitwise xor of 64-bit words or bits ( x ) and ( y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x \odot y )</td>
<td>Bitwise AND of 64-bit words or bits ( x ) and ( y ) (denoted ( x \odot y ) in the ANF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x \odot x )</td>
<td>Bitwise nor of 64-bit word or bit ( x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x \ggg i )</td>
<td>Right-rotation (circular shift) by ( i ) bits of 64-bit word ( x )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Isap uses Ascon’s two 320-bit permutations \( p^a \) and \( p^b \), as well as an additional variant reduced to one round, \( p^1 \). The permutations iteratively apply an SPN-based round transformation \( p \) that in turn consists of three steps \( p_C, p_S, p_L \) and differ only in the number of rounds:

\[
p = p_L \circ p_S \circ p_C.
\]

For the description and application of the round transformations, the 320-bit state \( S \) is split into five 64-bit registers words \( x_i, S = x_0 \parallel x_1 \parallel x_2 \parallel x_3 \parallel x_4 \).
Addition of Constants

The constant addition step $p_C$ adds a round constant $c_r$ to register word $x_2$ of the state $S$ in round $i$. Both indices $r$ and $i$ start from zero and we use $r = i$ for $p^a$ and $r = i + a - b$ for $p^b$ (see Table B.2):

$$x_2 \leftarrow x_2 \oplus c_r.$$ 

Table B.2.: The round constants $c_r$ used in each round $i$ of $p^a$ and $p^b$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p_12$</th>
<th>$p_8$</th>
<th>$p_6$</th>
<th>Constant $c_r$</th>
<th>$p_12$</th>
<th>$p_8$</th>
<th>$p_6$</th>
<th>Constant $c_r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00000000000000000f0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00000000000000000096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00000000000000000e1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0000000000000000087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00000000000000000d2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0000000000000000078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00000000000000000c3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0000000000000000069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00000000000000000b4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>000000000000000005a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00000000000000000a5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>000000000000000004b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Substitution Layer

The substitution layer $p_S$ updates the state $S$ with 64 parallel applications of the 5-bit S-box $S(x)$ defined in Figure B.1a to each bit-slice of the five registers $x_0 \ldots x_4$. It is typically implemented in bitsliced form with operations performed on the 64-bit words.

Linear Diffusion Layer

The linear diffusion layer $p_L$ provides diffusion within each 64-bit register word $x_i$. It applies a linear function $\Sigma_i(x_i)$ defined in Figure B.1b to each word $x_i$:

$$x_i \leftarrow \Sigma_i(x_i), \quad 0 \leq i \leq 4.$$ 

Figure B.1.: Ascon’s substitution layer and linear diffusion layer.
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